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Many (most?) interesting traits are polygenic

Brem RB, Krugylak L (2005) PNAS 102, 1572.
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Complex traits are an important class of
polygenic traits
• No gene is either necessary or sufficient
 Heterogeneity
 Multiple genes, potentially with epistasis
 A strong environmental component

• Examples





Schizophrenia in humans
Bristle number in Drosophila
Water use efficiency in plants
Components of yield and fitness

Complex traits are particularly hard to dissect

Glazier AM et al (2002) Science 298, 2345
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Selection of candidate genes is critical to
multiple approaches
• Linkage disequilibrium (association) mapping
 The selection of what sequences to survey

• Linkage (QTL mapping)
 At the final, fine-mapping/confirmation stage

Gene density under QTL peaks
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yeast
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~30,000
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11
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>50,000?

3x106
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>17
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What makes a good candidate gene?
• The mutant expresses a relevant phenotype
 Or its homolog in a model organism

• Transcribed in relevant tissues and conditions
 As determined by ESTs, microarrays, in situ hybridizations, etc.

• Regulates or participates in a relevant pathway
 Known from biochemical studies
 Suspected from interaction data
 Suspected from protein domain data

Ranking candidate genes involves human reasoning over many
different sources of complex data

Can we pick candidates genes computationally?
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CAndidate SEarch And Rank

Gaulton KJ, Mohlke KL, Vision TJ (2007) Bioinformatics 23, 1132-1140.

Original application: Type 2 Diabetes (T2D)
• 5th leading cause of death by disease in the U.S.
• Characterized by
 Insulin resistance
 Impaired pancreatic beta-cell function
 Increased hepatic glucose production

• Classic complex trait
 Heterogeneous
 Under strong environmental control
 Inheritance is complex

Goto-Kakizaki rat

• A handful of candidate genes available as of 2006
 Not enough for the association study of 200 candidates (FUSION)
 How to pick them?
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A candidate gene test set

Applying CAESAR to human complex diseases
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Integration across genes and data sources
Ontology terms
Pancreas (0.266)
Skeletal muscle (0.229)
Insulin resistance (0.453)
Increased insulin sensitivity (0.349)
Insulin receptor signaling pathway (0.357)
Insulin processing (0.257)

Genes
PPARG (0.229)
IPF1 (0.266)
PPARG (0.453)
IPF1 (0.359)

Ranks

IPF1 (0.257)

Independence of data sources
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Results from test set of 16 genes
•
•
•
•
•

Median rank: 312 (out of ~14K)
Best rank: 53
Ranked in top 2%: 8
Ranked in top 1%: 6
Average enrichment: 72-fold

• Review articles performed better than OMIM
 No relationship with length of corpus

Excess of strongly associated genes for T2D
Threshold

Expected

Observed

p-value < .005

1.1

4

p-value < .05

10.8

20

n=200
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Can this be applied to traits of
evolutionary importance?
• The basic requirements are the same
 Published knowledge about the trait
 One or more model organisms with comparable
biology
 A gene set

• If there is enough data for a human to select
candidates, then a computer can do it
 Although traits like fitness may be tough…
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What is different in Arabidopsis?
• We don’t know the answer
• Most data-types are the same or have counterparts





Protein domains
Protein-protein interactions
Biochemical pathways
Anatomical information about expression

• Mutant phenotypes have not historically been described
using ontologies
• Plant Ontology
 Plant structure
 Growth and developmental stages
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Candidates for the two water use
efficiency QTL in Arabidopsis
• Genes ranked in the top 100 within 1Mb of the bestlinked marker
 Expected <1, we obtained 4

• g6842
 AT2G01830 (rank 53) Histidine kinase: cytokinin-binding receptor
that transduces cytokinin signals across the plasma membrane,
osmosensor activity, response to water deprivation.

• mi357
 AT3G11410 (rank 19) Protein phosphatase 2C. Negative
regulator of ABA signalling. Up-regulated by drought and ABA.
 AT3G06120 (rank 41) bHLH protein that controls meristemoid
differentiation during stomatal development. In the absence of
MUTE, meristemoids fail to differentiate stomata.
 AT3G11020 (rank 86) DREB2B transcription factor, involved in
response to water deprivation, heat acclimation.

Why use a computer rather than
human judgement?
• Advantages
 Principled, repeatable, automated, fast
 Allows for an element of surprise
 Predictions will improve as phenotypic and functional genomic
data grows
 Integration process could be optimized by training against known
genes
 The evidence for each prediction can be inspected after the fact

• Disadvantages
 Biases and gaps due to variable and incomplete annotation
 We won’t find genes that are totally out of left field
 Computers cannot exercise discretion
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Conclusions
• Automated analysis of gene function annotations can
effectively identify and prioritize candidate genes.
• Published phenotypic knowledge is comparable to expert
judgment.
• Ontologies (of phenotype, anatomy, biological process)
are critical intermediaries between phenotypes and genes.
• This approach could be applied to evolutionary traits in
nonmodel organisms.
• What would help:
 More comprehensive phenotype ontologies.
 Semantic annotation of phenotypic variation.
 An online corpus of knowledge about (non-disease/non-human)
traits.
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